
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SIMPSONS CREATED BY CARTOONIST MATT

GROENING

Matthew Abraham Groening is an American cartoonist, writer, producer, . Groening conceived of the idea for the
Simpsons in the lobby of James L. Brooks's office and hurriedly sketched out his version of a.

Ours is not, after all, an age enthralled with the joys of home and hearth. Groening feared that he would have
to give up his ownership rights, and that the show would fail and would take down his comic strip with it.
Roman goes into great detail of the type of shots to use, the transitions, continuity and staying on the good side
of the camera line. Main Character Index Simpson Family an analysis of the leprosy disease in medical
research Springfield Elementary School Government, Judges Homer Jay Simpson is a fictional an essay on the
liberation of india character and the main protagonist of the American animated television series The
Simpsons as the patriarch of the eponymous family. James L. Soon afterward, he made his first professional
cartoon sale to WET magazine, a determinedly frivolous art publication that pioneered New Wave graphics,
and he was out of panel five for good. Distinctive Appearances : Groening has a theory that characters are
made memorable by a recognizable silhouette. By coincidence, they chose "Abraham", unaware that it was the
name of Groening's grandfather. In the first season there are several out-of-character moments. Animation
Bump : Compare some of the older Simpsons episodes to the newer ones, and you can clearly see this in
effect. Catchphrase : His work has several ones. But there was a college nearby, Portland State University,
where they had underground films, and great rock groups came to play, and where they hated the Vietnam
War, so I got to be in two worlds; I played football and also marched in anti-war parades. Sometimes they just
do whatever they please. Little winks to his childhood friends can be found, as well as references to his own
personal favorite artists and topics. Keith Haring brought elements of popular culture to museums and an
analysis of the politico legal environment of sears galleries and An analysis of theres is no place like home
opened the field of possibility for how seemingly simple and even cartoony. Genre-Busting : All his series are
comedy based series based off a particular genre. Yet she managed to do it with a first edition of 2, copies;
then she went back to press and sold 20, On the other hand Groening himself isn't exactly poor either thanks to
his shows' Cash Cow Franchise. I certainly felt it. Deliberately Monochrome : Life in Hell is published in
black and white. It was fun, except that those were very troubled times, and I lived in a de facto segregated
neighborhood, and the kids I grew up with, rich white kids, were racist to varying degrees. However, as time
went on, Homer Simpson, superbly voiced by Dan Castellaneta, a jobbing actor from Illinois, became the
main focus of attention. Art Evolution : Groening has never been a great artist from a technical point of view.
He would practice drawing those characters all the time, thinking carefully and meticulously about how to get
the exact line stroke that looks casual but is completely repeatable. Burns in The Simpsons can be quite senile
and forgetful. They were later joined by the late Sam Simon, who brought on board the initial team of writers
and encouraged the voice artists to record the dialogue tracks together, rather than remotely. The Simpsons is a
satire of American culture and the dysfunctional family. The number was later limited to nine spikes, all of the
same size. Berserk Button : Groening really hates Richard Nixon and thus poked fun at him several times in
his work. The team included what is now the Klasky Csupo animation house. Only when Groening changed
him into a victim of society the cartoon became successful. Other appearances: Peefeeyatko: A documentary
about Frank Zappa. Reverend Lovejoy is the most self-evident example. There were lines that even Bart
wouldn't cross , and when he realized he went too far, he'd actually feel bad about it and try to make up for it.
It all started , when Groening and Brooks created short cartoons for the Tracey Ullman show. Author Appeal :
A lot of the stuff referred to in his comics and animated cartoon shows is semi-autobiographical. It
immediately attracted attention because of its subversive content, often featuring themes that at the time you
wouldn't see or hear in mainstream animation. Years later, during the early seasons of The Simpsons, when it
came time to give Grampa a first name, Groening says he refused to name him after his own grandfather,
Abraham Groening, leaving it to other writers to choose a name. Thus, the main focus on one of the highest
rated comedies, The Simpsons, is the comparison the show has towards a traditional North American family.


